Effects of selective inner hair cell loss on auditory nerve fiber threshold, tuning and spontaneous and driven discharge rate.
Current theories assume that the outer hair cells (OHC) are responsible for the sharp tuning and exquisite sensitivity of the ear whereas inner hair cells (IHC) are mainly responsible for transmitting acoustic information to the central nervous system. To further evaluate this model, we used a single (38 mg/kg) or double dose (38 mg/kg, 2 times) of carboplatin to produce a moderate (20-28%) or severe (60-95%) IHC loss while sparing a large proportion of the OHCs. The surviving OHCs were functionally intact as indicated by normal cochlear microphonic (CM) potentials and distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAE). Single-unit responses were recorded from auditory nerve fibers to determine the effects of the moderate or severe IHC loss on the output of the surviving IHCs. Most neurons that responded to sound in the single-dose group had normal or near-normal thresholds and normal tuning. Relatively few neurons in the double-dose group responded to sound because of the severe IHC loss. The neurons that did respond to sound had narrow tuning curves. Some neurons in the double-dose group also had thresholds that were within the normal range, but most had thresholds that were elevated a mild-to-moderate degree. These results indicate that intact IHCs can retain relatively normal sensitivity and tuning despite massive IHC loss in surrounding regions of the cochlea. However, the spontaneous and driven discharge rates of neurons in the carboplatin-treated animals were significantly lower than normal. These changes could conceivably be due to sublethal damage to surviving IHCs or to postsynaptic dysfunction in the auditory nerve.